Fisher Safety* and GSA Advantage

Federal purchasers rely on GSA Advantage to access a comprehensive selection of first responder products from Fisher Safety. This online resource provides users with a number of tools—not only to purchase products, but to effectively manage the procurement process.

First responder products from industry leaders
Fisher Safety offers products from leading first responder manufacturers. Whatever the mission or application—from structural firefighting to hazmat operations, Fisher Safety is committed to providing the best in personal protective equipment, thermal imaging and other essential equipment. Products featured on the following pages are representative of the various product families available to federal purchasers. To view the entire listing, visit www.gsaadvantage.gov and enter GS-07F-0091H in the search field.

Find products easily
By using Fisher Safety’s GSA Schedule 84 GS-07F-0091H, users can eliminate the guesswork and target just the products that they need. With GSA Advantage, users can search or browse using keyword, part number, NSN, manufacturer, contract name or number.

Feel confident about purchases
With GSA-negotiated pricing and GSA-approved sources, users can purchase with confidence—knowing that pricing and sources have been thoroughly vetted.

Multiple payment options available
Purchases can be paid for using a variety of options—SmartPay GPC, AAC or DODAAC.

Keep on top of orders
Forget paperwork—GSA Advantage transactions are paperless and trackable—detailed order history lets user track order progress.
Exceptional protection from head to toe is absolutely essential for maximum performance on ever-changing fire grounds. Fisher Safety® offers Morning Pride® turnout gear from Honeywell First Responder Products that not only protects the wearer, but also features designs that enable the wearer to move comfortably and effectively.

Other structural firefighting equipment available through GSA Advantage:
- American Firewear Hoods
- Morning Pride Suspenders
- Morning Pride Helmets
- American Firewear Super Gloves
- Pro Warrington® Leather Boots
- Ranger® Boots
- Scott® SCBA

Injury from intense radiant heat represents the greatest risk to proximity firefighters. Their gear must be designed to handle the heat, but afford them the flexibility and mobility required when fighting aircraft fires. Fisher Safety offers a full range of Morning Pride gear that features aluminized PBI® outer shell—designed specifically to handle the heat.

Other proximity firefighting equipment available through GSA Advantage:
- American Firewear Proximity 3-D Gloves
- Morning Pride Proximity Helms w/J-Fire Shroud
- Ranger Proximity Boots
- Scott SCBA

Uncontrolled brush and forest fires pose a number of unique hazards that require wildland firefighters to demand gear that is lightweight, yet durable. Fisher Safety offers American Firewear Wildland Jacket and Pants—gear designed to handle the rigors of wildland firefighting.

Other wildland firefighting equipment available through GSA Advantage:
- Morning Pride Wildland Helmets
- Bullard® Wildfire Helmet
- Pro Warrington Leather Boots

Below-deck emergencies demand gear that is built tough. The Morning Pride one-piece Fire Protective Garment meets the various incident scenarios encountered by damage control firefighters.

Other shipboard firefighting equipment available through GSA Advantage:
- Bullard® Vented Wildland Helmet
- Pro Warrington Leather Boots

Whether facing hazards from particulates, toxic gases or liquids, hazmat responders can find the right choice of chemical protective suits from Trelleborg through GSA Advantage. Select from a variety of styles and protection levels, from chemical splash to encapsulated gastight suits to specialty ensembles offering protection from beta or gamma radiation.
The most popular radiation detectors from Thermo Scientific are available on GSA Advantage.

For additional products and accessories not featured here, visit www.gsaadvantage.gov.

SCHEDULE 84: A Total Solution for Military and Federal Responders